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THE BEAUTY of Ihe campus on a snowy day almost makes up for the
biting winds, the snow on the back of your neck, and the water sloshing
around in your shoes. This view of Prout Hall and the north end of the

Union is particularly picturesque - but few students, sliding their way
to classes noticed it.

The B-G News
Serving a Growing University Since 1920

Friday, November 4, 1966

LBJ To
Undergo
Surgery
WASHINGTON (AP)-- President Johnson announced yesterday he will undergo
surgery in 15 to 18 days to repair a
defect at the site of the incision made
for his gall bladder operation one year
ago. The President made the announcement personally.
Johnson said at the same time, doctors
will remove a small polyp from his throat.
President Johnson, on doctors' orders,
is bowing out of the campaign for next
week's elections.
He said his doctors had recommended
a curtailed schedule, and he will leave
tomorrow for his LBJ ranch in Texas.
Only two hours before the Johnson
announcement. White House news secretary Bill Moyers had told inQulriiui reporters that the President was in excellent health.
Johnson made his surprise announcement in the White House cabinet room.
He said "I wanted you to know that my
doctors have recommended that I undergo
surgery to repair a defect at the site of
the incision made during the gall bladder
operation."
Johnson's doctors say the operation is
not of an emergency nature.
White House physician. Dr. George
Burkley, says there is no indication of
any serious problem in either instance.
And, he adds, the President's general
health continues to be excellent.
The doctors say the abdominal difficulty caused the President pain during his
17-day Asian tour. They say his exertions apparently had caused the defect
to enlarge to a protrusion about the size
of a silver dollar.

Weather
The forecast for today is cloudy with
occasional snow flurries and slowly diminishing winds with a high of 18-35.
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Development Plan
To Be Revealed
An extensive, new development program for the University will be revealed tomorrow morning at a special
meeting in the Ballroom.
Members of the Board of Trustees,
selected alumni and friends of the
University, and some parents of University students have been invited
to attend the meeting, at which time
details about the new program will
be made public for the first time.
"This is the first program of its
kind at a state-assisted university
anywhere in Ohio," Chuck Perry,
director of development, said.
He added that funds from this program will be used to do the things
the University cannot do with normal
state assistance.
Complete details of the plan will
be reported in Tuesday's edition of
the News.

Not Snowed Under
The football field will be in good shape
for tomorrow's Dad's Day game against
Marshall despite the recent snow, according to Doyt L. Perry, director of
athletics.
Mr. Perry said that although the tarpaulin was not on the field before the
snowfall, the snow would be shoveled off
the field today and the tarpaulin put on it
tonight to protect it for the game.
Mr. Colen C. Wyatt, assistant to the
Director of Maintenance, agreed yesterday that the field could be cleared by
tomorrow.
Mr. Wyatt said that from a maintenance standpoint, everything was operating yesterday, but probably a little behind
schedule. He said all the snow equipment
they had was out, emphasizing that the
major areas, including the main roads
and sidewalks, were being cleared first.
Some maintenance men worked until
midnight Wednesday, stayed overnight in
the Maintenance Bldg. and started to work
at 5 a.m. yesterday, he said.

Council On Way
To Joining NSA
Student Council, without the leadership
of President Tom Liber, last night passed
for the first time a constitutional amendment which, if passed agin, will allow
the Bowling Green Student Council to become a member of the United States
National Student Association.
In other action at the abbreviatedCouncil meeting, included the introduction
and withdrawal of a motion which would
have eliminated all grade qualifications
for persons Interested in positions of
responsibility on Council, Cabinet, Student Court and election to Student Body
Office and the defeat of a resolution
calling for the elimination of the titles
of all proponents of major pieces of
legislation.
The constitutional amendment, entitled
Student Council Amendment Number 13,
opens the door for Bowling Green's Student Council to become affiliated with
the NSA. The motion was Introduced
last week and before it can become
an official amendment to the Constitution, it requires passage at two successive meetings.
As reported In Wednesday and Thursday's issue of the B-G News, the NSA
is an organization devoted to the betterment of student government throughout
the United States. Its services to Universities include being a vehicle for
the exchange of ideas, and providing
student governments with various ways
to introduce and pass important pieces
of legislation which will directly affect
the whole University community.
The amendment was passed unanimously
by Council last night and passage again
next week by Council means that they
support the amendment. Steps will then
be taken for Bowling Green to become
a member in good standing of NSA.
The motion to remove all grade stipulations as a qualification for becoming
a member of Student Council, any Student Body Board, any University Committee, Student Court, or Student Body
Officer, wan Introduced by WierwllL Paul
Buehrer, sophomore representative and

Russell Brock. Junior .representative to
Council,
The purpose of the motion, which is
a constitutional amendment, was explained
by Buehrer. "We (the proponents of the
bill) felt that It is not good logic to limit
any important student government office
to Just those people who have met the
grade requirements. There are many
people, who, although they do not posses
the required grades would still be interested and dedicated enough to do a
good Job."
Council however could not reach a conclusion about whether or not to accept
the amendment and it was then removed
for further consideration by the three
proponents.
Final action by Council resulted In
the defeat of a bill presented by Peg
Fogt, representative from Prout Hall.
Miss Fogt attempted to introduce legislation which would remove any mention
of a political affiliation by a proponent
of a bill.

Titan Launches
4 Satellites
» -

With the firing of a big Titan rocket
yesterday from Cape Kennedy, the U.S.
launched a project aimed at developing
a military man-in-space program. The
huge rocket had a number of complex
assignments. It launched a specially designed Gemini capsule through a brief
ride in space. And the rocket fired
Into orbit four satellites.
The Gemini capsule tested a newl>
designed heat shield. The capsule landed
in the Atlantic and was picked up by
a recovery ship.
The four satellites which were boosted
Into orbit included one to release decov
satellites--presumably a test of how *n
confuse the enemy. Two of the sateh...:
were for communications tests. The other
was for research.
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Move Off Campus

Edtoto-OaE

— Fraternities, "white clause" or no white
clause, are not about to give up their traditional
rights of selecting members and thus will remain
discriminatory whether it is against Negroes,
"white socks" or blue Jeans and beards. This is
their right as an exclusive club.
For more than a year now the controversy has
raged with no clear-cut statement of what is to be
done by either the administration or the fraternities.
Decisions should be made now and publicized
now by both parties. Then the machinery to put
them into effect, if needed, can be mobilized.
- For the administration, it should be clear that
fraternities have discriminatory practices which

Fraternities should move off campus.
It should be a joint and voluntary decision made
by both the fraternities themselves andtheUnlversity administration .
A reasonable timetable
should be set by which the move can be completed.
The facts that lead to the mandatory off-campus
move are as follows:
—Discrimination in membership is inherent in
the fraternity system. Whether it can be proved in
a court of law or not, it exists and is continuously
practiced.
---Tax money cannot be legally used to support
discriminatory organizations. Yet it is being done
by the University in behalf of the fraternity system.

:W:WS¥:::

the "University is, in effect, supporting. Whether
or not' ft can be proven in a court of law, the
administration must realize it has a moral obligation to cease its sanction of these practices. A
costly, unnecessary law suit could ensul if the
practice continues.
The fraternities must understand that legal
action could be aimed at them and that pickets
from a national civil rights organization could
someday grace their courtyards.
In summary, the administration should order
the fraternities to move off-campus within a prescribed period of time, in full acknowledgment
of the legal and moral principles inyplved.

ss^rararayflaya:*^

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

'Never Send To Know For Whom The Gong
Bongs; It Bongs For Thee"

Professor
Outlines
History
When I arrived on campus in
1937 there were three local fraternities, each of whom lived in
rented quarters off campus.
After World War II, the then
President of the university gave
approval to the increased growth
of fraternities and sororities, encouraged off campus living, and,
at the same time arranged for
construction
of
the small
fraternity and sorority houses to
house units on campus. In the
next decade, the personnel of the
presidency changed and the official policy was to permit no
off-campus housing. Five fraternities sold their off-campus
houses to conform to this new
policy. At present, the official
policy seems to permit offcampus housing. However, the
new zoning regulations of the city
would seem to restrict fraternity
off-campus housing in any area
adjacent to the campus, and the
university has taken over the land
North and East of the old campus,
so that the only remaining land
site not at present occupied would
seem to be east of the Methodist Church and the Holiday Inn.
This may not be too far but it
would seem that the urgers of
off-campus housing have not fully
appreciated the problem of location.
Allied to the situs problem is
the matter of selection of members. Permit me to trace briefly
the status of Negro students on
this campus. Our first Negro
Student, with my encouragement,
became a member of Alpha Phi
Omega, the bov scout fraternity.
Later a Negro student, also with
my
encouragement, became
president of that organization.
At one time, I found it necessary to bring my personal barber to the campus to cut the
hair of some of these students.
In the early 1950's, we had our
firstNegro basketball player, who
was a fine player. Now.- our
Negro students have become the
mainstay of some of our athletic
teams. I believe the time is
growing near when we will fully
accept our Negro students on a
personal basis.
I hope that
this acceptance will extend to my
fraternity which I joined in 1941
as an advisor. However, it seems
that acceptability should not be
blurred with the problem of certain students does not indicate
that the entire student body is
not yet ready to treat our Negro
students as full bodied citizens.
Are we ready to accept social
mingling In full without spurious glances? Isn't that as important as joining a particular
fraternity?
Dr. Gilbert W. Cooke
Professor of Business Ad.

^>
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rOPEN FOR COMMENT

Discrimination-Greeks
On Collision Course
By MIKE KllHLIN
Columnist
Radial discrimination in the
fraternity-sorority system at
the University has not reached
the crucial stage as yet, but
all signs indicate that it will
sooner or later.

»»*» WAS-.

MIDDLE OF THE ROAD

Apathy Personified
By JIM TAFT
Columnist
Apathy can be the ultimate
cause of failure, whether it be
to an individual or a student
body. It seems this is the problem confronting Bowling Green,
for there arc few people who
have the interest or responsibility to speak out in favor of
what they believe.
A somewhat narrow-minded
professor in the political science
department continues to show
his distaste for college students,
through his discreet references
to their Immaturity and lack of
dependability. He believes a
newly-formed campus organization is only radical, not communistic, for Bowling Green students (from the villages and cornfields) could not possibly be
capable of communistic activities.
Whether this organization is or
is not a communist front, is
not the only point to be considered. It seems that somewhere on this huge campus, there
should be someone who would
be proud enough of his own capabilities and those of his fellow
students, to tell this professor
that if he does not like teaching, or if he finds his students
too much below his level of intellect, to stop hiding behind
his position and leave!
Another example of apathy is
illustrated by the current assault
by a bitter minority of the Independents on the Greek population. Many of the constructive viewpoints presented by
conscientious observers are

blemished by the hateful remarks made by the uniformed
person who oftentimes carries
a grudge against all the Greeks
in general, or just one in particular.
However, the entire Greek
population takes everything in
stride, hoping the whole thing
will blow over. Apparently they
do not realize that their very
existence is being threatened.
The lack of communication between the separate Greek entitles, seems to be one reason
for their inability to defend the
system to which they supposedly
owe their loyalties.
Self-appointed political critics roam the campus, in search
of something or someone to criticize. Some of these people delight in making totally unfounded
remarks about responsible political figures, often bordering on
libel. But no one stands up
against them, or questions their
sources. If any.
The growth and development
of our university In the last
several years was brought about
by the high ideals and aspirations
of our university president. But
yet, the entire campus population sits back and allows one
wordy student to attempt to belittle him in a publie discussion.
Is this because no one has an
adequate vocabulary to confront
this person with, or Is it that
they just do not care?
Grow up. Bowling Green. Defend your principles and ideals.
Give a damn about something-for a change.

When it does, the Greek system--if it continues to exist on
present terms--will be the loser.
The articles published in the
News this week reveal the following aspects of the situation:
1. The Greeks frankly admit
discrimination exists and seem
to feel nothing can, or should,
be done about It.
2. The administration is committed to ending discrimination
in the Greek system, mainly
because the Greeks occupy University-owned housing.
3. More and more Negroes
are going to college here and
elsewhere. Present trends foresee the erasing of social barriers
to Negro college students across
the country.
It would seem the Greek system and the University administration, as at other colleges
in the U.S., are on a collision
course. And a collision with
the administration can only hurt
the fraternity-sorority system.
The most probable result of
a s howdown between the University and the Greek system would
be the forced removal of fraternities from University owned buildings.
Tax money
cannot be legally used to support discriminatory organizations.
The movement of Greeks off
campus would most likely mean
the end of the system. Almost
all fraternity and sorority members agree they could not financially support their houses
without savings realized through
using University housing.
The answer, then, seems to be
obvious: the Greeks must change
their ways. And that is a solution much easier said than done.
This is not to say the fraternities must change right now,
or even in the near future. Only
this week Wallace W. Taylor,
dean of men, told the Cleveland
Plain Dealer the discrimination
issue "is not a major problem
here."
But at the same time Dean
Taylor is preparing, a confidential report on racial discrimination in the fraternity system
for President William T.Jerome
and the Board of Trustees.
The Trustees, several years
ago, passed a resolution fully
supporting elimination of all discrimination on campus. Admin-

istrators seem to feel that the
only means of ending segregation is "education" through the
learning process.
The biggest problem confronting both Greek and the administration, concerning discrimination. Is attitude. Lack of concern for the problem has been
evident.'
Fraternity men, as individuals,
seem to say very little about
the Issue other than discrimination is a dirty word that should
not be connected with Greeks.
Fraternities, as chapters of
national organizations, take no
positive stand on segregation. No
one chapter can relate how other
members in the national fraternity feel, though unity is supposedly one of the basic principles In being nationally affiliated.
The feeling that "there is very
little we can do as a chapter"
seems to be the attitude developed
by the members hip of each house.
The question of racial discrimination cannot be solved through
the !nterfraternity Council. All
houses are not guilty of discriminatory practices.
The fraternity man as an individual, the local chapter, or
organizations which further the
Greek system can all condemn
segregation, but they can do very
little to stop it.
The adminstration must make
sure that fraternities stop racial
discrimination, and soon.
It Is time for the University to
look into these matters and react. It should either prove racial discrimination does not exist and make it clear or prove
it does exist and employ means
to stop it.
Prolongation of this matter can
only hurt the entire fraternity
system in the long run. Action
taken now might damage certain
houses, but the entire greek organization would not have to be
put under a magnifying glass with
no means of defense other than
silence.

•J| ' The News welcomes letters!
■X to the editor. Letters should:;
.;.;be typewritten and signed by5
:vthe author and carry his type
!*. written
name,
address and;
•Xphone
number.
:•:•
As many Utters as possible;:
f.-will be published within the
'^•limits of space, good taste-;
jand laws of libel. The News:*
[reserves
the right to edit>
letters more than 300 words;!
■ in length.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

How Was The Test?

Toward NSA Perspective
With our Student Council considering membership In the National Student Association, the
following facts may prove helpful In the B-G News' effort to
obtain full perspective of this
issue:

membership
numbered
350
schools. This of course does not
show the more than dozen schools
that have refused to Join.
Before we cast our lot with
this group, it might be very wise
to understand better just what

1) At its 19th annual convention held two months ago the congress passed the following resolutions among many other
political stands:
-reconsideration and revision
of federal legislation as well as
repeal of all state laws which
prohibit the possession and use
of marijuana,

¥**>::::W::::::::::::S^

1 Worth The Effort?

-abolition of "undemocratic"
2-S student deferments and ordered the NSA national office to
organize and support legal resistance to the Selective Service
System,
-an immediate cessation of
bombing and the termination of
offensive military operations in
Viet Nam,
-establishment of an Interim
coalition government in Viet Nam
including representatives of the
National Liberation Front,
2) At this convention of the
"voice of students" poet and
mystic Allen Ginsberg chanted
Hindu and Buddist prayers for
the delegates, and proposed that
cities protect against the mis"use of LSD by establishing
"chapels' where it could be
administered under "supervision,"

.from Michigan State University Orac le

LETTERS TO THE EDI10R

It's Just Not Fair
I wouldn't give a nickel for all
the fraternity pins on campus,
but I do want to object to hints
that discrimination is wrong for
fraternities. Discrimination Is
the real purpose for their existence.

Tradition
I was one of the "about 50
people" who attended the forum
on the quarter system last month.
I was disappointed to see such a
small turnout on an issue that
affects us, as students, and our
university so greatly.
Our university autonomy has
been threatened and we might be
"forced" to change to a system
which could cause a lot of unnecessary Inconvenience and
trouble.
When I was circulating one of
the petitions, many of the students were emphatically against
the proposed quarter system-why, they didn't know. That is,
they all didn't know; some students did have some understanding about it. Other students didn't
sign because they admittedly
didn't know enough about lt.Why,
then, didn't many more students
show up at the forum to find out
about it?
Doesn't the lack of interest in
the forum negate all the work of
the petitions? Do the students at
B.C. really care about what could
happen to them and to their university?
I feel that many B.G. students
missed a beautiful opportunity to
stand up and be heard, or even
just to find out what's going on
around them, by not attending the
forum.
Students gripe that they never
have a say in things that concern them, but when the opportunity came up, the traditional
attitude of B.G. students again
appeared- - A PATHY.
Mary Henze
324 Harshman C

In the first place, fraternities
always have been discriminatory.
People knew that when fraternities first came to BGSU. Why
the big stink now?
Because many people think discrimination is wrong In one
aspect of society, they just
assume it is wrong anywhere,
any time.
It seems that the only legitimate claim against our fraternities is that they use public
housing instead of paying for
their own—as fraternities on
most other campuses do. They
should pay for their own. I, as
a taxpayer, don't want to support
them financially. But to condemn
them because they arrange their
memberships by prejudice and
bigotry, whether they do or not,
is just not fair.
Richard L. Canary
151 Baldwin Ave.

this organization stands for and
why Its membership is on the
wane.
•As of the NSA congress of
August 31, 1966
Paul Gebolys
431 Thurstin #24

:■::
:•:•
:•::
:•::
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I concur wholeheartedly with your editorial concerning Dad's
Day in Wednesday's B-G News. I too have heard that old tune
about not wanting to take seats away from students. This statement In itself is worthy of merit, but for Dad's Day, it seems
feasible that other arrangements could have been made.

$
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My Dad will be travelling 750 miles only to be told upon
arrival that we will be unable to sit together. I have another
alternative, however, and that is to buy two reserve seat tickets
while my student ticket goes to waste; and it seems that this is
what I am being forced to do.
I wonder what the purpose of Dad's Day was if not to spend
an afternoon of football with your Dad. I am thoroughly dlsappointed and 1 know my Dad will be too. Most of our fathers
are helping us through college. Don't they deserve better than

B

| Why hasn't the Athletic Dept. thought of a Student-Dad's
:£ section? Shouldn't our fathers come before the price of
'% a ticket?
isNext year, I'll think twice about inviting my Father to Dad's
:•:• Day. It hardly seems worth the effort.
Floyd Amann Jr.
646 Wallace Ave.
:*ttttftt&?&&iiSS5&&#: wft:-:«S¥:¥fffi^

4) NSA receives annually,
financial support from the State
Department,

Hang A "V" Around

5) Eugene Groves, who describes himself as a "left-wing
Democrat," was elected the new
national president of NSA. At
the election a constitutional challenge, observed that Groves had
never been a student at the university he was supposedly representing,

Your Neck

6) Finally, of the 1,700 eligible schools only* 280 are members which shows a significant
decline in membership caused by
the numerous schools that have
disaffiliated since 1961 when

A "V" Neck
Sweater
by Pringle
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3) University of Chicago student Howard Abrams, a past
member ofNSA'sNationalSupervisory Board, adipitted that NSA
"is becoming estranged from
students,"
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
Father Richard Wurzel, assistant chaplain of the Newman
Foundation will be arfjje Crypt
tonight at 9:30 for an open discussion of Roman Catholocism.
Following the discussion, the
film "The Berkeley Revolution"
will be shown.
Saturday night the Crypt will
have free coffee for parents visiting the University during Dad's
Day. The Crypt will open at 9
p.m. both evenings.
* • *
"God Is Dead" will be the
topic of a discussion headed by
Dr. Dale Ihrie when Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship meets
at 6:45 tonight.
* • *
The department of aerospace
studies will hold an open house
in Memorial Mall following tomorrow's football game. Families of all AFROTC cadets and
members of Angle Flight are
invited to attend. Refreshments
will be served and special displays will be presented.
• • »
Toledo city councilman Robert
Savage will be speaking at a buffet supper sponsored by the Newman Foundation at 5 p.m.Sunday,
at the Newman Center.
Savage was named "Outstanding Young Man of Toledo" in
1964 and "Outstanding Catholic
Young Man of the Year" in I960
for the Toledo Diocese. Tickets
for the program are 75 cents
and may be purchased at the
door.
* * *
The University Scuba Club will
meet at 7 p.m., Sunday, in the
Capital Room. A movie will be
shown. All interested students
are invited to attend.
• * *
Delta Psi Kappa, women's
health and physical education
honor society, will sponsor the
film "Show Me," at 6:30 p.m.
Sunday in the Dogwood Suite.
A discussion will follow the
film.
* * *
Wheel-chair square dancing
will be demonstrated by a group
of physically handicapped persons from Toledo at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday in the Men's Gym. The
performance is free and everyone is welcome to attend.
* • *
"The Triple Revolution, New
Morality and Theology, and worship," will be topics for discussion at the Methodist Student
Movement program at 6 p.m.
Sunday in the First Methodist
Church.A Dine-A-Mitemealwill
be held at 5 p.m.
• • •
The Lutheran Student Association is sponsoring a service project at 7 p.m.tonight at St. Mark's
Lutheran Church.
* • *
Students interested in attending a folk dance performance by
a Kolo band playing Serbian,
Israeli, and Greek dances in
Detroit Saturday are urged to
contact Dr. Annette Ehrlich at
ext. 3194.
The folk dance club will hold
a meeting at 7 p.m. and will
leave for Detroit at 8:30.
• • •
Students interested in working
in the Perrysburg Heights Project are welcome to attend a
meeting at 6:30 p.m. Monday, at
the United Christian Fellowship.
• • •
Jewish services will be held
at 6:30 p.m. Friday, in Prout
Chapel. All are welcome.
• • •
The Office of the Registrar
announced that students expecting benefits from the war orphans
section of the new GI Bill must
sign monthly.certification cards
between the end of the month and
prior to the 8th of the following
month. This can be done In 110
Administration Bldg.

The Housing Office has reminded all students who have^nox
applied for on campus housing'
for next semester to do so immediately. The application is
necessary to be assured a dormitory room.
* • •
The life of Richard Wagner is
traced in a film sponsored by the
German department.
The film and the movie, "Aus
Einer Kleinen Residenz," will
be shown at 7:30 p.m., Monday
in 105 Hanna.
• • •
A compline service will be held
tomorrow in the UnitedChristian
Fellowship chapel following the
closing of the Crypt tomorrow
night.
* • *
Delta Nu Alpha transportation
fraternity will meet at 7 p.m.
Monday in the Wayne Room. Dr.
John Darr, professor of management, will speak on the summer
intern work program.
* » *
An all-campus forum concerning Students for a Democratic
Society will be held at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday in 105 Hanna Hall. Representatives from the national
organization will be present.
• * •

Realm Of
Professors
Miss Louise F. Rees, chairman of the library science department, and Mr. Salvatore J.
Attenello, instructor of library,
science, attended the twentieth
annual conference of the Ohio
Association of Librarians Saturday and Sunday in Columbus.
The theme of the two day
meeting was "Focus on Change."
Speakers were Mary Helen
Mahar, school library specialist
for the U.S. Office of Education,
and Robert Case, state library
supervisor for the Ohio Department of Education.
* * •
Four faculty members from the
University's physics department
attended the annual fall meeting of
the Ohio section of the American
Physical Society at the Battelle
Memorial Institute in Columbus
Friday.
Attending the conference were
Dr. Willard E. Singer, professor of physics; Dr. Ronald E.
Stoner and Dr. Edgar B. Singleton,
assistant professors of
physics; and Ronald H. Herbert,
Instructor In physics.
• • •
Dr. Ragusa, who did his graduate work at the State University
of New York in Buffalo, Is currently engaged In research at
Bowling Green in avers ive
control of behavior.
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Organist, Quintet
To Perform
"^

V

In Faculty Recitals

*

Two concerts sponsored by the
School of Music are planned for
this weekend.
Mrs. M. Sue Seid, instructor
In music, will give an organ
recital tonight at 8:15 p.m., in
Recital Hall. Her program will
Include works by Handel, Bach
and Durpe.
A string ensemble conducted
by Charles Glgante, director of
orchestral activities, will accompany Mrs. Seid.

J
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A Sunday concert will be presented by the University Woodwind Quintet at 8:15 p.m. in
Recital Hall.
The quintet will play "Quintet, Opus 71" by Beethoven,
"Variations on a Free Theme"
by E. Bozza, and "Quintet" by
Walter Piston.
Quintet members are Harold
E. Skinner, associate professor
of music, David Rogers, instructor in music, and Robert J.
Moore, instructor in music.

-

Sweets Wanted
—Viet Soldiers
SOMEWHERE, BEHIND that smiling face, is a car, but you'd
be hard pushed to find it. High winds caused snow to drift and
many people found their car in this condition yesterday. What
better reason than this to walk to class? (Photo by Tim Culek.)

Ohio Taking Lead
In Research, Rhodes
COLUMBUS
(AP)Gov.
Rhodes declared yesterday Ohio
is well on its way toward national leadership in research and
development.
He predicted the day may come
when the federal government will
look at Ohio on research matters.
The governor addressed a state
research and development conference in Columbus attended by
about
200
presidents and
directors of research laboratories in Ohio.
The conference was sponsored
jointly by the State Development
Department and Board of Regents
at the governor's direction.
Rhodes also put In a plug
for construction of a bridge across Lake Erie, aproposalthat
has yet to catch fire.
He said interstate highways
71 and 77, described as two of
the greatest highways in the nation, meet in Cleveland. One
goes to Texas, the other to Florida, Rhodes said, adding that a
bridge to Canada would serve

those two highways and help expand other Industrial areas.
Rhodes also called for elimination of all St. Lawrence Seaway
tolls as a business stimulant.

WASHINGTON (AP)-- The
Pentagon has made it official;
The American fighting man in
Viet Nam has a sweet tooth.
To those who aren't sure what
to send as Christmas gifts, homemade cake, candy and cookies
are recommended.
The defense Department's
special reminder says that
although special Christmas air- ,
lifts have been curtailed this
year, there is still plenty of
transportation to get the gifts
overseas.

Presenting The Drinking Song for Sprite:

"ROAR, SOFT-DRINK, ROAR!"
(To the tune of "Barbara Fritchie")

Traditionally, a lusty, rousing fight song is
de rigeur for every worthy cause and institution.
But we wrote a song for Sprite anyway. He'd like you
to sing it while drinking Sprite, though this may
cause some choking and coughing. So what? It's all in
good, clean fun. And speaking of good, clean things,
what about the taste of Sprite? It's good. It's
clean. However, good clean things may not exactly be
your idea of jollies. In that case, remember that
Sprite is also very refreshing. "Tart and tingling,"
in fact. And very collegiate. And maybe we'd better
quit while we're ahead. So here it is. The Drinking
Song For Sprite. And if you can get a group together
to sing it--we'd be very surprised.
Roar, soft drink, roar I
You're the loudest soft drink
we ever sawr!
So tart and tingling, they
couldn't keep you quiet:
The perfect drink, guy,
To sit and think by,
Or to bring instant refreshment
To any campus riot! Ooooooh-Roar, soft drink, roar!
Flip your cap, hiss and bubble,
fizz and gush!
Oh we can't think
Of any drink
That we would rather sit with!
Or (if we feel like loitering)
to hang out in the strit with!
Or sleep through English lit' with!
Roar! Soft drink! Roar!
Yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh, SPRITEI
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SPRITE. SO TART AND
TINGLING. WE JUST COULDN'T
KEEP IT QUIET.
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Professors Discuss Drug's Effects, Composition

. —.....
.....

LSD* Home Brew Impossible
LSD cannot be made by student! on this campus and It should
not be made for clinical tests.
These are the opinions of Dr.
Ivan E. Den Besten, associate
professor of chemistry and Donald M.Ragusa, instructor in psychology.
The two spoke about the drug's
composition and effects to a group
of about 30 spectators at the

monthly meeting of the chemical
journal club last night.
Dr. Den Besten, speaking on
the chemical composition of LSD,
explained that "the chemical
composition of LSD or N-N-Dlethyl Lysegaminde, cannot be
purchased or acquired without
the consent of the head of the
chemistry department.
Only staff members can acquire the chemicals needed but
so far no research projects us-

ing LSD are being conducted.
LSD is definitely not a simple
formula as Dr. Den Besten
showed.
He started writing the formula
on the board at 7 p.m. and by
7:30 finally finished the formula illustrating his techical explanation.
"LSD is probably a useful
thing when it is used correctly,"
Dr. Ragusa said. "The trouble
lies in knowing the correct usage of the drug."
Mr. Ragusa, at Bowling Green
for two years, recently has done
some research on animals on
the psychological effects of LSD.
It has been his experience
thus far that most of the LSD
research is "sloppy" in that the
researchers know what they are
looking for and sometimes may
see a result that doesn't exist.
Also, the persons undergoing
the experiments have an idea
as to the effects that are expected and in many cases, they
imagine the effects to be present Mr. Ragusa said.
"The only good method of experimenting with this type of
thing," Mr. Ragusa said "is
through a method whereby neither

the researcher of the recipients
know of they are receiving the
real drug or not." Thereby,
imagination cannot play a part
in the end result.
For most part, said Dr.
Ragusa, the recorded effects of

Courtesy Michigan State News

LSD are caused by the physical
situation and by the therapist
in charge.
"Seventy-five percent of the
effects of LSD on a person are
caused by the environment, not
the drug."
The persons who are finding
LSD a useful thing are artists
and architects, stated Dr. Tag-

usa. "It seems it gives them
some insights into their work."
LSD,
as any
drug, Is
potentially harmful If it happens
to be taken by the wrong person.
Dr. Ragusa said.
Therefore, the use of it should
definitely be restricted, he said.
Research began on this drug
after a man named Hoffman
took a large dose and noted
the effects. He said he experienced hallucinations,
both
auditory and visual, and acted
in much the same way that a
schizophrenic might
behave.
This research started in the early
30's.
For this reason it was thought
at that time that if a normal
person took LSD he could communicate with the psychotics and
neurotics and develp a sense of
rapport with them.
It was found, however, that
after 3 to 4 injections of the drug
that the physical effects on the
psychotics disappear.
Between the years of 19551962 there was great activity
on the part of biochemists, Dr.
Tagusa said, to find all kinds
of odd compounds to produce
similar effects to those of LSD.

Snow Now Stymies Profs' Wheels

They Like To Pedal
BY CAROLE MILLER
Feature Writer

FROM A RAMBLING ROSE
Someone Moved
Lake Erie?
By ROSEMARY KOVACS
Feature Editor
Who is trying to kid whom?
In the 1915-16 University catalog we note:
"The climate of Bowling Green is favorable to study, extremes
of temperature being modified by the proximity of Lake Erie."
Maybe someone moved Lake Erie?
•••
By now, Bowling Green's weather is neither favorable nor
modified but probably famous (or infamous). But it can be cured.
According to a recent statement by Lyle R. Fletcher, professor
of meteorology, "Bowling Green is a spot where, if you don't
like the weather , wait a minute and it will change."
We hope.
•••
Who says commuters aren't lucky? Thursday morning they
were excused from trodding through 10 inches of snow and attending classes.
Then a dissatisfied Kreischerite proposed another plan. "I
think everyone who lives past the new library should be considered
a commuter," he said.
»**
Shatzel is not living up to its name as "a hole with soul." After
last Friday's experience, secretaries on the first floor have another name for the place ... "Rat Hole," probably being a pertinent name.
Seems a rat family of 5(4 little rodents and mother) ran through
the hall and Into Room 138, where, according to Mrs. Joy Benjamin, secretary of Conferences and Space Office, they established residence" to screams of several personnel who saw
their march.
Mrs. Benjamin finally regained her composure and called the
department of special services and asked for a exterminator.
•*•
Right after the rather squeamish experience, Mrs. Benjamin
ran into Dr. Raymond Endres, associate professor of education,
"Why are you so angry?" he asked. The secretary of space assignments, in a rather indignant manner, yelled, "The rats,
The' rats. They didn't go through the proper channels to get
their space."
, , »
Who said independents never do anything?
Word is going around that after Greek Week, there is another
special 7 days planned -- "Anti-Greek Week."

The bike was the thing. At
least from the point of view
of some of the Bowling Green
professors who prefered two
wheels
to four, the bicycle
was becoming quite popular.
At least until Mr. Weatherman
blessed us with the annual return of the white stuff.
"I enjoy it and it's good for
health conditions," Dr. GaleStutsman said before the recent
snow fall. Dr. Stutsman, professor of business education, has
two different types of bikes, one
of which is the collapsible kind.
"This one is very convenient
at times," he explained.
"With driving conditions the
way they are," said Dr. Stutsman, "A bike is faster than
a car and It Is more convenient
at Bowling Green for parking
reasons."
Dr. Stutsman said the reactions
of students concerning his bike
are very interesting. "Students
are much friendlier with me when
I'm on the bike," he remarked.
Dr. Stutsman doesn't ride his
bike in bad weather.
Dr. Joseph E.Weber,
professor of chemistry, said that
he first started riding a bicycle
when suddenly there was an"avalanche of students with cars on
campus." "It's also good for
health," he said, "and it's much
more convenient on the Bowling
Green campus regarding parking" Dr. Weber's bicycle is
a collapsible model made in Japan. H e said that people might
think it is strange that he rides
a girl's bike, but he explained,
"that it is the only kind that
is easily made to be collapsible."
Riding a bicycle is nothing
new to Mr. Allen V. Wiley, associate professor of economics,
who has been riding since he
was ten years old. He has ridden a bicycle to and from work
at Bowling Green for 21 years,
he said.
Mr. Wiley lives about one and
one half miles from campus and
he explained that he rides "rain

or shine, summer or winter."
"It takes about the same time
by bicycle or sometimes it's
a little faster," he said. "It
generally takes about five minutes," he explained, but sometimes he can make it faster.
Mr. Wiley estimated that about
90% of the faculty live withing
bicycling distance from the
campus and he said, "If all
faculty members who live within reasonable distance would ride
a bike it would reduce a lot
of danger to people in Bowling
Green and also preserve the
petroleum supply for longer
trips."
"It may be rather surprising,"
said Mr. Wiley, "but I've never
been kidded about riding a bike
during the 21 years I've been
here."
Still other members of the faculty ride motor scooters instead
of bicycles. Dr. Louis C.Graue,
professor and chairman of the
math department, said "It's like
a bike, but a lot less work and
you don't need a shower after

you get here with a scooter."
Arthur S. Howard, associate
professor of music, also rides
a scooter and he explained that
it is "cheaper and a lot more
fun."
Last Summer, Mr. Howard
rode his scooter on a trip to
Plsgah National Forest and the
Skyland Drive in Southeastern'
United States. He explained that
he likes to ride a honda because it is "outside and independent." It is not restricted
like cars are.
Other professors who might
be seen pedaling a bicycle around campus Include Dr. William A. Kirby, assistant professor of math; Dr. J. Frederick Leetch, assistant professor of math: Dr. Donald E.Ryan,
assistant professor of math; Dr.
Averill J. Hammer, professor
of chemistry;
Dr. Robert
B. Hutchlnson, assistant professor of chemistry; and Dr. Clifford A. Long, associate professor of math.

MMK Of I HClllCNCt

GUIDE LAMP
DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Has challenging and rewarding career opportunities in
the automotive industry. We have a six-month orientation program leading to assignments in Production
Supervision, Production Control, Work Standards, Cost
Estimating, and Accounting. Also, direct assignments to
these areas available when dictated by your interests.
Our representative is arriving on campus and would
welcome meeting seniors who will be receiving Bachelor's Degrees in Business Administration including
majors in Accounting, Management, and related courses.
Contact your Placement Office for interviews which will
be held on date indicated below:
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DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday
for Tuesday'* paper, 5 p.m.
Monday for Wednesday's paper,
5 p.m. Tuesday for Thursday's
paper, 5 p.m. Wednesday for
Friday's paper.
RATES: 32< per line, 2
lines minimum, average 5
words per line.
SEND COPY to Classified
Dept., B-G News, 106 University Hall or phone 3538411, Ext. 3344.
FOR SALE

OR

RENT

1961 Austin Healy 3000. Good
condition. Transmission completely rebuilt. 354-1722.

Cadet Tucker Wins Top ROTC
Honor In Fall Award Program

LOST
LOST. One pair of black frame
glasses In University Union. Contact Dave Carpenter, ext. 2509Phl Delta Theta. REWARD.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
Congratulations to Dave and pinmate Jeanie from the pledges
of Pi Kappa Alpha.
Tonite's the Nitel
The Bunch. B.S.B.S. * J.
The Hawks say "Get a goose
eggl"
Fang: Did you die or what? Sambo

2-man student room. $150 per
semester. 354-2945.
For Sale. 59 Chevy convertible.
Hurst 3-speed. Best offer (need
money.) Call Denny, ext. 2211,
Harsh. B (341).
For Rent. Furnished 2-bedroom
apartment. Call 352-0781.
Wanted: Third man for new apartment close to campus. $40 a
month. Call 352-3393.
1965 Peugot' 404, 19,000 miles.
Very good condition. Norman
Meyer, ext. 2425 (days) and 3546222 ( nights).
Retina Kodak 35 mm. Call 3542561, HON. Prospect.

Female vocalist wants to sing
with band. Call Brenda Johnson, 352-9035.
Is Lancelot dead? Guinnevere.
Unitarian House...E. Court St.
Sunday, 11 a.m.
"Introverts and Extroverts: How
to Understand One Another."
Army R.O.T.C. will sponsor an
open house for cadets and their
parents immediately after the
football game. Coffee and donuts will be served in military
science offices in Memorial Hall
and displays will be set up in
R.O.T.C. classrooms. All Army
cadets are invited.

Space Assignments
Policy Announced
The Office of Conferences and
Space Assignments have initiated
a new system of scheduling activities according to J. Richard
Bryson, coordinator of conferences and space assignments
Organizations must first check*
with the Space Assignments Office to see if a particular facility is available. An application
for space must be completed and
turned in at the office. Before
completing the form, the organization should check with the
space assignments office to be
sure the facility is available.

A contract form will be sent
to the group when the application
is approved. The contract will
officially reserve the facility.
Cancellations and rescheduling
of an event involves filling out a
cancellation slip and then making out a new application for
space to be approved.
If an event is to be scheduled
within the day or the following
day, the request must be made
at the office and not by telephone or mail.

Glass Exhibition

Education Bldg. To Open Sunday
An exhibition of free-blown
Groundbreaking glass
by Dominlck Labino, a
Set Tomorrow
Fifteen Northwest
Ohio
school officials will attend
groundbreaking ceremonies for
the University's $1.8 million
Education Bldg, tomorrow.
The fiveCsiory structure,
scheduled for completion
in 1968, will serve as headquarters for UM- College of
Education and meet it s needs
for an eventual campus enrollment of 15,000 students.
Designed
by
Beuhrer
and Stough, Toledo architects,
the new building will contain
22 general classrooms, a large
lecture hall, and laboratories
for reading and special education. It will also house 79
faculty offices and the University's audio-visual center.
The Education Bldg. is Bowling Green's fifth major construction project started, Hearing completion, or opened in
1966. Work on" the new Student Services Building began
last March.
Kreischer Quadrangle and the)
Stadium were opened this fall,
and the Ice Arena is expected
to be readY_Jn_lMsBfis*e'mber.

retired glass engineer from
Grand Rapids, Ohio will be shown
from 2 to 5 p.m. , Sunday in
the University's Art Gallery.
The exhibit will continue
through Tuesday, Nov. 22. Gallery hours are 8 to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday and 2 to
5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. Labino is the former Director of Research for JohnsManville Fiber Glass, Inc.

The second highest honor
available to an Army ROTC student was presented to cadet Col.
John Tucker at the annual Fall
Awards Day Tuesday afternoon.
Tucker, a senior in the College of Education, received the
Legion of Valor Bronze Cross
of Achievement for military and
scholastic excellence.
It was the first time a cadet
in the University's AROTC department has received the award
and it designated Tucker as one
of the outstanding cadets from
the 1st U.S. Army area.
The Legion of Valor award
is second In Importance only to
the Hughes Trophy, which Is
given to the outstanding cadet
in the nation.
To qualify for the recommendation, Tucker had to be in the
upper one-fourth of his AROTC
class, be approved by the professor of military science and
be ranked In the upper onefourth of his college class.
Tucker holds a two-year Army
scholarship.
Besides academic achievement, Tucker had to score highly
in AROTC camp evaluation tests
at summer camp last June. The
tests included: camp comprehension; physical combat proficiency; M-l rifle qualification
score; small units leadership
and map-reading proficiency.

cadet must be chosen by a selection board.
An outstanding AROTC cadet

Billiard Room
Now Open
At Kreischer
A billiard room
featuring
twelve pool tables was opened
this week In Kreischer Quadrangle, the University's newest
dormitory.
The room, located on the north
side of the circular area directly beneath the dining room,
will be open dally from 2 pjn.
to midnight, including weekends.
A card table, a lounge and
vending machines for milk. Ice
cream, soft drinks, cigarettes
and candy are also available
In the new room.

may earn a regular Army commission of Second Lieutenant
upon graduation, provided they
maintain superior academic success, leadership ability and high
moral character.
Lt. Col. Wallace Stover, national commander of the Legion
of Valor, awarded the Legion
Cross to Tucker. Stover won the
Distinguished Service Medal at
Bougainville in 1942.
DMS badges were presented
by Prof. William F. Schmeltz,
dean of the College of Business
Administration and coordinator
of military affairs for BG's
AROTC department.
Several BGSU Army ROTC
shoulder patches were presented
to Nazareth Hall cadets by cadet
Col, Tucker. Sister Gertrude
Maria and 42 seventh and eighth
grade students of Nazareth Hall
Military Academy from Grand
Rapids attended the activities.

Throughout the testing, Tucker
maintained a No. 2 rating out
of 49 cadets in his platoon. Over
the six-week period, he posted
the highest average of any cadet from the University.
As a sophomore, Tucker
earned the Army Superior Cadet
award and received the Association of the U.S. Army award
in his junior year. Presently,
Tucker is the cadet Brigade
Commander of BG's Army ROTC
department.
Last summer's camp was at
Indian-Gap Military Reservation
near Harrisburg, Pa,
Besides Tucker, three other
cadet? earned honors.Recipients
of the Distinguished Military Student badge were: cadet Lt. Col.
David Crawford, a senior in the
College of Business Administration; cadet Maj. Dennis
Lewis, a senior in the College
of Education; cadet Maj. FitzEdward Otis, a senior in the
College of Liberal Arts and receiving his second award of the
day, cadet Col. Tucker.
To qualify for the DMS badge,
a cadet must rank in the top
10 per cent of his ROTC class
in military science subjects and
also be in the top one-half of his
college class,Besides being approved by the University, each

The Pledges Of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Congratulation
To The Actives
Inter-Frat^fnity Football
£hami'

Pea-Coats
Let That Bowling Green
Wind Blow—You Stay Snug
In A Fax fCnapp Pea Coat

1695
IM EAST WOOSTCH ST.
fMONt iil-lim

■
Miami U.
Ohio U.
LU. of Kentucky

•OWUNO

emot.

U. of Florida
E. Kentucky U.
W. Virginia U.

OHIO

Ohio State
Purdue U.
U. of Cincinnati
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Snow Won't
Slow Kickers
By ARMAS BRUCKNER
Assistant Sports Editor
A soccer ball or snow ball?
The Falcon kickers with a
3-4-1 record, travel to Athens
this afternoon, and will meet
Ohio University at 1:30 p.m.
tomorrow, where the snow isn't
quite so bad.
But, believe it or not, if the
game would have been previously
scheduled here, it would not have
been called off.
"A soccer game Is only cancelled if it is too dangerous to
travel," said BG soccer coach
Mickey Cochrane.
For example, the coach recalled the national championship
game played one year In Michigan between Michigan State and
Maryland. "It was just like this."
Cochrane said, "bitter cold and
drifts. Michigan State won 1-0
in a well played game."
Once sidelined on the subject
of weather, the coach recalled
a few other rugged games.
"I remember some games we
played after heavy rains, where
the ball actually floated most of
the way down the field," Cochrane
said.
Mud never stops the kickers
either.
"The kids slip, slide and fall,
and it's hard Judging distances
when kicking the ball," Cochrane
said.
"Weather kills much of the
skill of the game," Cochrane
concluded, "but it's a good equalizer."
Although the Falcons have not
been able to practice the last few
days, they've been working out
In the gym.
"At this stage of the season,
we shouldn't be bothered by lack
of practice," Cochrane said.
"We're In shape and ready."

The Falcons better be ready,
because OU is hungry for a win.
The Bobcats, after winning
their first three games of the
season,
have dropped five
straight, three of them by 3-2
scores. OU's wins came over
Dayton, Denison and West Va.
Wesleyan before Pitt stopped
them, 5-1.
"Pin has one of the better
teams in the country." Cochrane
said.
Then came the three straight
3-2 losses to Kent , Wooster
and Oberlin. "All three have
very fine teams," Cochrane
said.
"In fact, Wooster and
Oberlin are battling for a spot
in the small college tournament."
The Bobcats worse defeat came
at the hands of Michigan State,
5-0. "I'm going out on a limb,
but I predict MSU will win the
nationals this year," Cochrane
said. "OU played a very good
game against them."
These five tough losses should
be enough to get OU up for the
game against BG, but as an added
Incentive, the Falcons edged the
Bobcats 3-2 last year.
Ohio U will be led by Sam
Roberts, center forward, who has
scored six goals this season.
Alex Downy and Harry Kollias
will be at the wings for OU,
and both are highly regarded.
The Bobcats have a strong defense, as witness by their 3-2
win over Dayton early in the
season. Dayton is led by Pat
Obiaya, who scored four goals
against BG In the Falcons opening game, and has 23 now, but
OU contained him.
The Falcons final game will be
here one week from Saturday
against Wooster College.

Bair, Broncos Rate
CC Favorite Roles
Western Michigan's Broncos,
with Miami a close second,
appear to have the inside track
to the favorite's role In the MidAmerican Conference cross
country championships tomorrow
in Toledo.
The Broncos, National Collegiate
Athletic Association
champions for the past two seasons, have not lost a dual meet
since 1957.
Miami's Redskins are also
unbeaten in dual meets in their
last 18 starts. Last weekend,
the Redskins won the All-Ohio
meet in Columbus In a record low
point total of 28.

season is the defending individual
champ. He set a Miami school
record of 25:18.8 for five :niles
two weeks ago.

icers Open
Year With
WR-Case
The Bowling Green hockey
team will open Its 1966-67 season
Nov. 20 in the Cleveland Arena
against a combined Western Reserve--Case Tech squad, called
the Campus Club.
Coach Bill Little had 35 candidates report for the first meeting of the year, but only
a little over 20 have shown up
for the three practices thus far.
Little plans to make his first
cuts
after next Monday's,
worksouts scheduled for 8:45
p.m„ at the Toledo Sports Arena.
Little plans to cut his squad
to 15-18 players. He feels the
smaller number of men will be
easier to work with.

WELCOME
STUDENTS!
QUICK & COURTEOUS
CARRY-OUT

Ohio University also must be
considered a co-favorite to run
off with team honors. The Bobcats have been beaten just once
in seven dual meets this season,
that by the Redskins.

WEEKDAYS.......

9-11

The team fight promises to be
a rematch of last year's meet
in Kalamazoo, Mich., when Miami edged Western. Michigan by
a 42-44 margin.

FRI. & SAT.......
SUNDAY

.9-12
9-10

Sammy Bair, the super-star
from Kent State, is the favored
to take individual honors. He
won the All-Ohio championship
with a record-setting time of
24:50.5, for the five-mile race.
Miami's
Andy
Schramm,
Bair's teammate Pete Lorandeau, Ohio's John Tillman, Bg's
Bob Parks, the Broncos' Woflgnag Lugauer, John Schrader and
Dave Keys are also considered
top threats to Bair for the individual title.
Schramm, making a comeback
from mononucleosis earlier this

SOUTH
SIDE
CORNER NAPOLEON & MAIN ST.

352-4581
--*---

......

r.P.•.

HOLD IT-Bill Mullen, 24, is stick checked by defenseman
Walt Gansser, center, in a Bowling Green hockey practice
earlier this week. Goalie Clark Simonds prepares to make the
save, but no shot was taken. Tom Davis, left, and John Aikin
watch the action from the corner. (Photo by Tim Churchill.)
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Is Nyitray For Real?
We'll See Tomorrow

i
OUT FOR SEASON-Stew Williams, Bowling Green's starting
fullback (or the past three years, probably will be out for the
rest of the season due to a knee operation he will undergo
today. He was twice an All-Mid-American Conference pick, and
last year earned honorable mention All-America.

Field Buried, Frosh
Game Rescheduled
Snow, snow everywhere, but not one place to play football.
Such was the plight of the Bowling Green freshman football
team yesterday, when snow buried Doyt L. Perry Field, which
was uncovered when the six or so inches of white stuff hit the
area.
The game with the Kent State freshman was first canceled, but
It was later decided to postpone the contest until next Thursday
at 3 p.m.
It will be played either on Perry Field, or on the practice field
between Kreischer Quadrangle and the new Student Activities Bldg.
Though disappointed in his team's season record of "only" 3-1,
freshman football coach Dick Young can't hide the optimism which
he holds for this season's team.
"This could be as good a freshman team as Bowling Green has
ever turned out," says Young. "We are 3-1, but could be and should
be 4-0."
The only reason the frosh don't have an unblemished record is
a fired up Western Michigan club had other plans last week, and
dumped the junior Falcons by a 26-19 margin--a loss which Young
himself is willing to take the blame.
"I tried to get by the game with Western without getting the boys
emotionally up for it," he confided. "We weren't looking ahead to
Kent, really, but its awfully tough to get up for every game. Had
Western been our last game of the season, I have no doubts we
could have beaten them."
"Actually, our boys played well, but we didn't dedicate ourselves.
They (the Broncos) wanted it more."
Turning to the freshman team as Individuals, coach Young said
he feels there is plenty of potential available to furnish varsity
coach Bob Gibson with excellent teams in the future.
Troy's Bob Zimpfer is one of the standouts on the frosh squad.
He leads the yearlings in three statistical departments and is
listed in two others.
Zimpfer has scored four touchdowns in four games, leading
the team in scoring with 24 points. He also has snagged 12 passes
for 177 yards, while returning five punts for 115 yards, all teamleading marks.
He is currently second in the rushing department with
in 34 attempts for an average of 3.8 yards per carry. Fullback Jim
Young tops the rushing groups with a 161 yards. Zimpfer also has a
65-yard punt return for a touchdown.
Another bright spot on the freshman team has been the passing of
Terry Bork and Vern Wireman. The two have thrown 80 times, connecting on 40 for 486 yards. Along with Zimpfer, Steve Lanning,
Lloyd Beaber. Gregg Shinn and Rick A Hen have been the top receivers.
^i":^'1:';;:"'"'''''1'''''''"
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rJECUNING >»
MEZZANINE
LOUNGE ^*5
AIT GALLERY
ROCKEt SEATS
ACRES Of
GIANT WAU TO WAU SCREENS .
FREE PARKING
3500 Secer M. Adjoc.nt to Weitgcrte Shopping Area
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"The Blue Max"
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Is P.J. Nyitray for real? Just
how good is fullback Eddie Coletti?
Can Bowling
Green's
football squad win two in a row?
These are just some of the
questions that Bowling Green
football fans will be seeking the
answers to tomorrow as the Falcons host Marshall University at
1:30 p.m. at Doyt L. PerryFiefd.
Nyitray and Coletti both played
key roles last Saturday as the
Falcons registered a 17-14 win
over Miami to up their record
to 3-3.
Marshall Will enter
Bowling Green's Dad's Day game
with a 1-6 record that includes
six straight defeats.
Nyitray seemed to give the Falcons some much needed leadership at quarterback against the
Redskins,but Coletti's play could
be even more important since
injuries have proba bly ended Stew
Williams' football career at
Bowling Green.
Williams, a two-time All MidAmerican Conference selection,
is scheduled for some minor
knee surgery today. He will
probably watch the next three
contests from the sidelines.

MAC Roundup
Miami
W. Michigan

Ohio U

BG

W L
4 1
4 1
2 1

2
2
Toledo
1
Marshall
0
Games This Week
Kent

2
3
4
3

Marshall at Bowl ng Green
Miami at Toledo
Ohio U. at Western Mich.
Kent State at Loi isville

Williams' contribution to BG
football certainly cannot be overlooked. In three years, Williams
has carried the ball 330 times
for the Falcons and has gained
1,550 yards for a 4.7 average.
Williams also has scored 60
points.
With two games remaining on
its
Mid-American schedule,
three Falcons are high in the
MAC's. individual statistics and
would like nothing better than to
.pa,d. their marks against Marshall.
Halfback Dick Wagoner is tied
for the lead in pass interceptions
with three, good for 37 yards,
while Joe Souliere is second in
the kickoff return department,
with eight returns for a 22.2
yard average. Sophomore split
end Eddie Jones is third in pass
receiving with 17 catches for 228
yards.
Several of Bowling Green's
"walking wounded," including
front-line defensive tackles Tom
Luettke and Larry Smith, returned to practice sessions Tuesday and should be ready for the
Marshall contest.
Fullback
Charles Radich was also back in
uniform so this leaves just Williams and starting left guard
J ack Sohn definitely out although
a question mark hangs over Eddie
Jones.
Marshall will invade Bowling
Green with two of the top runners in the MAC.
Fullback
Andy Socha and halfback Mickey
Jackson have combined for over
700 rushing yards this year.
Jackson has also scored 44 points
and is an exciting pass receiver.
In the series between the two
schools. Bowling Green holds an

P.J. Nyitray Receives

11-1 advantage over the Thundering Herd. Marshall won the first
game in 1954 but BG has now
won 11 straight.
The Thundering Herd has been
outscored by a 91-161 margin,
but in the past two weeks it
has been making some threatening noises in the point scoring column. Louisville defeated
the Herd by a 35-15 score, but
Marshall came back strong last
week, losing to Western Michigan
35-29.
Marshall's quarterbacks, Jim
Gilbert and Jim Torrence, have
completed 56 of 130 passes for
738 yards, but they have had 12
aerials intercepted. Gilbert has
had seven of his tosses picked
off, while Torrence has been
victimized five time.
In six games, the Falcons have
picked off 11 of the opposition's
passes with Wagoner snaring
four, and returning them for
47 yards.
During the entire
1965 season, the Bowling Green
secondary intercepted just eight
enemy passes.
LINEUPS
Bowling Green
Wt.
No.
85 Eddie Jones
180
225
73 Jerry Hunter
61 Frank Harpold 225
53 Heath Wingate 225
65 Bruce Burdick 225
235
74 Ernie George
83 Chet Boyer
210
180
15 P.J. Nyitray
35 MikeWeger
200
39 Dave Cranmer
195
190
24 Eddie Coletti

Po..
LE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
RE
QB
LH
RH
FB

Marshall
89
77
60
54
65
74
84
14
24
35
33

John DeMarco
Jim Preston
Eugene Gatrell
Charles Rine
Gale Smith
Jim Shepherd
Ken Simpson
Jim Gilbert
Mickey Jackson
Claude Smith
Andy Socha

210
220
200
225
195
230
200
180
170
190
195

LE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
RE
QB
LH
RH
FB

Back Of Week Honors KLEVERS
P. J. Nyitray, Bowling Green's
sophomore quarterback, was
named the Mid-American Conference "Back of the Week"
for his outstanding performance
in the Falcon's stunning 17-14
upset of Miami's Redskins last
Saturday.
Nyitray, playing in his first
MAC game, went into the game
late in the first period to releive starting quarterback Dick
Waring.
He finished out the game as
the Bowling Green signal caller, completing 13 of 25 passes

for 89 yards and a touchdown.
Nyitray also plunged over from
the one-yard line for the winning TD with a minute left In
the game.
Steve Mitchell, a 200 -pound
junior tackle from South Bend,
Ind„ earned "Lineman of the
Week" honors for his play in
the Western Michigan 35- 29 victory over Marshall.
Mitchell was credited with nine
unassisted
tackles, while
recovering two Thundering Herd
fumbles, to lead the Bronco defense.

Do You Hove A Question
About Current Campus
Issues?
Come To The

Jewelry
Store
125 N. Ma n St.
For Costu me
Jewelr y
The Unusua 1
In Earrings
both pierced and
pierced look •

Bracelets,
Necklaces

U.A.A. SYMPOSIUM
Wednesday Nov. 9

UNIVERSITY UNION
Casual Dress

7-llpm

And Pins
CHARMS off all
kinds in Silver
and Gold

